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Abstract

Automated generation of conversational dia-
logue using modern neural architectures has
made notable advances. However, these mod-
els are known to have a drawback of often pro-
ducing uninteresting, predictable responses;
this is known as the diversity problem. We in-
troduce a new strategy to address this problem,
called Diversity-Informed Data Collection.

Unlike prior approaches, which modify model
architectures to solve the problem, this
method uses dynamically computed corpus-
level statistics to determine which conversa-
tional participants to collect data from.

Diversity-Informed Data Collection produces
significantly more diverse data than baseline
data collection methods, and better results on
two downstream tasks: emotion classification
and dialogue generation. This method is gen-
eralizable and can be used with other corpus-
level metrics.

1 Introduction

It is well-documented that neural dialogue mod-
els struggle with generating engaging, relevant re-
sponses (Li et al., 2016a) and often produce ba-
nal responses such as “Yeah.” While this may be
an appropriate response to a chitchat conversation,
to keep a human participant engaged, diversity of
responses is important. Diverse models vary the
language used and the content referenced, and the
generated utterances differ from the most typical
conversation responses some proportion of the time.
A model which only generates “Yeah,” “No,” and
“I don’t know” is not diverse and is not be engaging
to converse with.

Past work has improved model diversity with
innovation on model architectures and decoding
strategies (Li et al., 2016a; Baheti et al., 2018; Li
et al., 2017; Shao et al., 2017; Cao and Clark, 2017;
Serban et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017). We build

upon this work to propose a novel method to col-
lect and determine more diverse data to train these
models with. Our method can be used in conjunc-
tion with existing generation-specific model inno-
vations.

Some prior work on data collection processes
has prioritized diversity. For instance, Rashkin
et al. (2019) prompts crowdworkers to choose an
underused emotion class to generate dialogue. This
work encourages coverage of emotion classes, but
does not consider the likelihood that some crowd-
workers are better at producing certain types of
data than others.

This paper introduces Diversity-Informed Data
Collection (DIDC), a new strategy for creating a
dataset of conversational utterances via selecting
which participants’ data to include in the collec-
tion. The strategy progressively builds up a more
diverse sub-corpus from an existing larger collec-
tion. The main idea is to grow the sub-corpus by
adding conversations sequentially and to assess the
contribution of a new participant’s utterances to
the diversity of the entire sub-corpus. This strat-
egy is also applicable to on-the-fly collection of
new datasets via crowdworking or similar methods.
We implement DIDC with three diversity metrics:
Outlier, Entropy, and Mean-IDF.

Diversity-Informed Data Collection also pro-
vides a new method for finding an upper bound on
a current corpus’s diversity via a Corpus-Wide Or-
acle which has access to information about which
utterances are most diverse across the corpus.

Prior work has not used corpus-level statistics
to enhance the diversity of the collected data. In-
stead, when collecting data with crowdworkers,
researchers have sought more diverse responses by
altering the task (Kang et al., 2018) or by altering
the stimulus (Larson et al., 2019). Prior work that
trains neural dialogue models has not made use of
subsets of existing datasets that exhibit properties
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of diversity.
Our experiments show this strategy yields sig-

nificantly more diverse data than baseline collec-
tion processes. It also yields better, more diverse
model output on two downstream tasks. Addition-
ally, this method can be implemented for other
metrics which are defined relative to the corpus.

2 Related Work

Past work in neural dialogue generation investi-
gates how to improve diversity in conversational
responses. Additionally, past work in crowdsourc-
ing data collection has explored optimizing crowd-
sourcing data collection processes.

2.1 Diverse Neural Dialogue Generation

Improving model diversity is an important goal in
dialogue generation (Li et al., 2016a), with several
related works proposing architecture and training
improvements to increase diversity.

Decoding methods to increase model diversity in-
clude Li et al. (2016a) which proposes maximizing
mutual information between the source sentence
and response rather than maximizing likelihood.
Other approaches have focused on beam search and
incentivizing diverse beams, by adding similarity
constraints at decoding (Baheti et al., 2018), penal-
izing items on the beam that are similar and rerank-
ing resulting items (Li et al., 2016b), or penalizing
words which have already been generated in a cur-
rent beam (Li et al., 2017). Shao et al. (2017) uses
attention over already-generated words at decode
time and beam reranking. Adding a temperature
parameter to sharpen the decoder’s distribution has
also been studied (Cao and Clark, 2017).

Neural architecture improvements have also
been explored, such as conditioning on a latent
variable at decode time (Serban et al., 2017; Zhao
et al., 2017) or a multi-headed attention mecha-
nism which aims to capture different parts of the
context (Tao et al., 2018). Zhang et al. (2018) ex-
plore the use of Generative Adversarial Networks
to incentivize diversity. These more diverse models
and decoding methods can be used in conjunction
with Diversity-Informed Data Collection, since it
attempts to improve the data that neural models are
trained on in an earlier part of the model pipeline.

2.2 Crowdsourcing

Related work in crowdsourcing has approached the
optimization problem of how to assign crowdwork-

ers to different tasks.

2.2.1 Crowdworker Task Assignment
Basu Roy et al. (2015) formulates the problem of
matching crowdworkers to tasks depending on skill
levels for a set of concepts, pay rates, and HIT
acceptance ratio. Follow-up work extends to col-
laborative crowdwork, where crowdworkers need
to work together (Rahman et al., 2015). Assadi et al.
(2015) pursue a similar task assignment setup.

Additional work has attempted to automatically
evaluate crowdworker quality of task performance
and use the results to assign crowdworkers to new
tasks on-the-fly (Fan et al., 2015). Further inves-
tigations have explored more adaptive assignment
of tasks in real-time based on the likelihood that a
participant will continually complete tasks (Kobren
et al., 2015). Relatedly, Kumai et al. (2018) design
a task allocation to minimize the stress of work-
ers and maximize the resulting quality in terms of
balanced skill performance.

2.2.2 Label Distribution Prediction
An additional area related to our work is crowd-
worker label distribution prediction. Liu et al.
(2019) has a crowdworking labeling task and trains
models to predict the 50-label crowdworker distri-
bution from 5-10 labels. Yang et al. (2018) aim
to predict diversity in crowdworker answers to
questions about an image to determine how many
crowdworker responses are required to capture this
diversity.

2.2.3 Dynamic Crowdworking Tasks
Lin et al. (2018) tackle the task of employing
crowdworkers to generate or label minority class
examples to feed an active-learning model. They
deploy a multi-armed bandit to choose crowdwork-
ing tasks based on how cheaply a minority-class
example can be generated using the technique. Our
approach, by contrast, adapts a distributional con-
straint across the entire collection. Zhou et al.
(2018) explores the related task of changing crowd-
worker team instruction prompts.

2.2.4 Diverse Crowdworking
Data collection approaches to incentivize diverse
crowdworker output have also been studied. For
instance, in EmpatheticDialogues (Rashkin et al.,
2019) crowdworkers are conditioned to generate
a response and an emotion (such as “afraid” or
“proud”) associated with it. If workers do not gen-
erate text with certain emotions, they are prompted
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to select only from the underused labels. This is an
example of trying to get better class coverage, but
does not compare crowdworker output to the entire
corpus of collected responses.

Past work has also examined how the particular
crowdworking task affects the diversity of crowd-
worker output. Kang et al. (2018) compare two
crowdsourcing tasks for use in a downstream goal-
oriented dialogue system and examine resulting
data diversity. While Kang et al. (2018) focus on
choosing a task which produces diverse utterances,
our work focuses on choosing a participant pop-
ulation which produces diverse data compared to
data which has already been collected.

Building on Kang et al. (2018), and perhaps most
similar to our work is Larson et al. (2019), which
tackles the problem of detecting outlier paraphrases
generated by crowdworkers. To obtain multiple
ways of expressing similar intent (such as opening
a bank account), crowdworkers are asked to para-
phrase sentences. After a round of paraphrase col-
lection, the most diverse (the outlier) paraphrases
are identified and placed back onto the crowdsourc-
ing platform for another round of data collection.

Our method is similarly aimed at increasing di-
versity of collected data. However, our method
adapts the participant population for a set of tasks,
which can be used in addition to an approach like
Larson et al. (2019) which adapts the stimulus the
population works on.

3 Diversity-Informed Data Collection

We propose a method, Diversity-Informed Data
Collection, which progressively builds up a corpus,
and while doing so, identifies which conversation
participants produce more diverse utterances com-
pared to the rest of the in-progress corpus. More
formally, our task is to progressively build a sub-
corpus, subc, of a given size from a larger, pre-
collected corpus, c, where utterances are tied to
IDs of specific participants.

Our approach is aimed at building a diverse sub-
corpus subc. Our approach chooses which popula-
tion of participants to collect data from for a given
round. This population changes dynamically de-
pending on calculated participant’s diversity scores.

When utilizing a human-created, pre-existing
corpus, we assume responses of the dataset are
well-formed and of acceptable quality. With this
assumption, we can maximize diversity scores with-
out worrying that quality will be sacrificed for this

diversity. However, when using this approach to
collect data on-the-fly, additional quality controls
may be necessary to ensure diverse data does not
come at the cost of quality.

We assess two experimental conditions: Sim-
ulated Data Collection and Corpus-Wide Oracle
Upper-Bound. Simulated Data Collection is set
up to mimic crowdsourcing data collection pro-
cesses leveraging a large pre-collected corpus,
while Corpus-Wide Oracle Upper-Bound gathers
an maximally diverse sub-corpus of utterances.

3.1 Corpus
For all experiments, we utilize the pre-collected
EmpatheticDialogues corpus (Rashkin et al., 2019).
We experiment with this corpus because it has
crowdworker IDs associated with each utterance,
which allows us to experiment with varying the
participant population. Future work should con-
duct further experimentation to examine this ap-
proach’s adaptability to other chitchat and goal-
oriented datasets.

The corpus has a large number of utterances
(100,000) over 25,000 conversations. Each con-
versation is centered around a situation (such as
getting a promotion at work) and is associated with
one of 32 emotions, such as anger, excitement,
or guilt. Each conversation takes place between
two crowdworkers and is an average of 4.3 turns.
There are 810 unique crowdworkers in this dataset,
each completing an average of 132 utterances each
across an average of 61 conversations.

Our task is to select subc of size 10,000 from the
larger EmpatheticDialogues corpus, c. We choose
10,000 as it is a sufficient number of utterances to
train downstream models but still a small propor-
tion (10%) of the original dataset, allowing exami-
nation of differences between sub-corpora. Imple-
mentation utilizes Cornell Convokit (Chang et al.,
2019).

3.2 Simulated Data Collection
We simulate real-time crowdsourcing using a large,
pre-collected corpus, c. This allows for running
multiple trials, each time selecting subc and exam-
ining significance of different diversity metrics and
participant selection conditions.

We simulate collecting data on-the-fly using an
artificially-constructed environment (formally de-
scribed in Algorithm 1), which completes multiple
rounds of data collection until the progressively
built sub-corpus size(subc) is the desired size. The
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Algorithm 1: Data collection simulation
environment. ComputeDiversity de-
pends on the diversity metric (Table 2), and
EvalParticipants depends on the partici-
pant selection approach (Table 1).

1 function GatherData(Corpus c)
2 subc = ε
3 subCorpusSize = 10,000
4 numConvosToCollect = 2
5 population = []
6 numParticipants = 10
7 while size(subc) < subCorpusSize do
8 while size(population <

numParticipants) do
9 p = Sample from c.Participants

10 population.append(p)
11 c.Participants.remove(p)
12 end
13 participantDiversities = []
14 for Participant p in population do
15 divp = 0
16 numUtts = 0
17 for i in numConvosToCollect do
18 convo = sample from p.Convos
19 for utt in convo do
20 divp +=

ComputeDiversity(utt,
subc)

21 numUtts += 1
22 subc.append(utt)
23 end
24 p.Convos.remove(convo)
25 end
26 divp / = numUtts
27 participantDiversities.append(divp)
28 end

// Which participants kept
for next round based on
diversity scores.

29 toKeep =
EvalParticipants(participantDiversities)
// Which participants

still have data.
30 remaining = p in population where

len(p.convos) ≥
numConvosToCollect

31 population = (toKeep ∩ remaining)
32 end

procedure assumes a fixed number of conversation
participants in each round to gather data from (set
to 10 for our experiments). We collect 2 conver-

sations from each participant, chosen to allow the
algorithm to recover from a participant with low
diversity utterances while not judging a participant
on just one conversation.

Given a participant’s conversation, the diversity
of an utterance in that conversation is stated in
Equation 1:

divutt = ComputeDiversity(utt, subc) (1)

where ComputeDiversity depends on the diversity
metric examined. We obtain a diversity score for
each participant p’s set of utterances (uttsp) by
averaging these diversity values:

divp =
1

size(uttsp)

∑
utt∈uttsp

divutt (2)

At the end of each round of data collection, uttp
is added to subc for each participant. Additionally,
the algorithm determines which subset of the par-
ticipant population is retained for the next round
based on a Participant Population Selection strat-
egy.

Our algorithm is greedy, since the order partic-
ipants are added to the simulation and the order
in which conversations are sampled both affect
the participant’s likelihood to be retained for an
additional round. However, crowdworker data col-
lection itself is usually a greedy approach, with
crowdworkers being assigned to tasks in the order
they arrive and being allowed to complete many
tasks until the dataset has been collected.

3.2.1 Participant Population Selection
We experiment with three conditions to determine
which sub-set of current participants (participants
which were involved in the most recent round of
data collection) should be retained for the next
round of data collection, summarized in Table 1.

Diverse Population: After collecting conversa-
tions from current participants, we choose to retain
the most-diverse 70% of participants.

Above Mean Population: Any participant
whose diversity average falls above the mean di-
versity average of subc is retained in the pool of
participants.

Random Population: We compare to a special
random baseline, where at each iteration we re-
tain a random 70% of the participant population,
to directly compare to the 70% of crowdworkers
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Condition Description

Diverse
Popula-
tion

Calculates each participant’s av-
erage relative diversity for cur-
rent data collection round. We
retain the 70% most-diverse par-
ticipants of the current round.

Above
Mean
Popula-
tion

Calculates each participant’s av-
erage relative diversity for cur-
rent data collection round. Re-
tains the participants whose di-
versity scores fall above the sub-
corpus’s mean diversity.

Random
Popula-
tion

Retains a random 70% of partici-
pants.

Corpus-
Wide
Oracle

Uses a Corpus-Wide Oracle
which ranks utterances’ diver-
sities in relation to the large
dataset, c. Selects the most
diverse utterances from these
values independent of conversa-
tions.

Table 1: Participant Population Selection conditions for
Simulated Data Collection. The first three conditions
are used in conjunction with Algorithm 1, while the
last condition provides an upper-bound for diversity by
utilizing a Corpus-Wide Oracle to determine the known
most-diverse utterances.

Metric Description

Outlier Euclidean distance between utter-
ance embedding and average em-
bedding for all utterances in the
sub-corpus (Larson et al., 2019)

Entropy Entropy of utterance under a tri-
gram language model trained on
sub-corpus.

Mean
IDF

Mean IDF value (Baeza-Yates
et al., 1999) for words in utter-
ance compared to the rest of the
corpus.

Table 2: Diversity metrics considered for data collec-
tion.

retained in Diverse Population. We structure Ran-
dom Population to collect data from roughly the
same number of participants as Diverse Population,
to examine differences between the resulting subc
due to the the selection of which participants to

retain for another round of data collection.

3.2.2 Diversity Metrics
We experiment with three diversity metrics (Outlier,
Entropy, and Mean IDF), summarized in Table 2.
For all metrics, a new utterance utt is compared to
the sub-corpus subc.

The same utterance can have different diversity
values depending on the utterances in subc. When
augmenting pre-collected data, this allows for the
collection of new utterances which are relatively
diverse.

Outlier: The embedding-based Outlier metric
was proposed by Larson et al. (2019). Each utter-
ance is encoded using a Universal Sentence En-
coder (USE), which creates a sentence embedding
by averaging word embeddings and passing the rep-
resentation through a feedforward neural network,
originally trained in a multi-task setting with su-
pervised and unsupervised NLP tasks (Cer et al.,
2018).

An embedding of an utterance is created via:
Eutt = USE(utt). A mean corpus vector is com-
puted by averaging all of subc’s utterance’s vectors:

Esubc =
1

size(subc)

∑
u∈subc

USE(u) (3)

The diversity metric is the Euclidean distance
between each new utterance and the mean corpus
vector, or: √∑

i

(Eui − Esubci
)2 (4)

where i is a dimension in Embedding E.
Utterances which are farther from the mean cor-

pus vector are given a higher diversity score. For
Simulated Data Collection, the mean corpus vec-
tor shifts as data is collected. Therefore, depend-
ing on which utterances are already added in the
sub-corpus, outlier values will change for a given
utterance.

Entropy: The Entropy score is determined by a
non-neural trigram language model with smoothing
for unseen words. The diversity score is given by:

− 1

|x ∈ Trigram(utt)|
∑
x∈

Trigram(utt)

p(x) log p(x)

(5)
The language model is only trained on utterances
in the sub-corpus.
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Mean IDF: This metric calculates the mean IDF
value for each word in the utterance (Baeza-Yates
et al., 1999). IDF is calculated by treating each
utterance in the corpus as a document. For a given
utterance uttp and sub-corpus subc, Mean IDF is
calculated via:

1

|uttp|
∑

w∈uttp

log

(
|{subc}|

|{utt|w ∈ utt}|

)
(6)

where {subc} is the set of all utterances in the
subc. The IDF of a word w in utt is the number
of utterances in subc divided by the number of
utterances containing w on a log scale.

In addition to evaluating the robustness of our
approaches, multiple diversity metrics are chosen
with different conceptual types of diversity in mind.
Outlier uses Universal Sentence Encoder embed-
dings which capture content (Cer et al., 2018). En-
tropy considers the probability of short phrases and
can capture word combination diversity. Mean IDF
considers the rarity of words being used for vo-
cabulary diversity. Depending on the downstream
application for a dialogue agent, the utility of these
diversity measures may vary.

3.3 Corpus-Wide Oracle Upper Bound
To provide an Upper Bound for the diversity of a
sub-corpus subc, we create a Corpus-Wide Oracle
which knows the value of each utterance’s diversity
compared to the entire corpus c. For each utt ∈ c,
we compute diversity according to the methods in
Table 2, where subc = c. For example, for Outlier,
the mean corpus vector is

1

size(c)

∑
x∈c

USE(x) (7)

which captures utterances from the entire corpus c.
We calculate a Corpus-Wide Oracle diversity score,
divoracle, for each utterance in c for each diversity
metric.

The Corpus-Wide Oracle is used to construct
subc of any size consisting of the most diverse
utterances. This sub-corpus can be used to compare
against other collection methods, such as those in
Simulated Data Collection, or as a way to enhance
an existing collection by selecting out the most
diverse utterances.

After the Corpus-Wide Oracle ranks each utter-
ance by diversity, we select the utterances with
the top 10,000 diversity values to form subc. This

serves as a use-case for collecting the maximally-
diverse corpus for a given diversity metric.

However, the Corpus-Wide Oracle might not
be the best 10,000 utterances to collect for a sub-
corpus. The Corpus-Wide Oracle selects the ut-
terances with the most diversity compared to the
whole corpus, but this might be too much diversity
without enough context since the Simulated Data
Collection methods add entire conversations (not
utterances in isolation) to subc.

4 Evaluation

We evaluate the collected corpora both in terms
of how diverse each sub-corpus is as well as per-
formance on two downstream tasks: conversation
emotion classification and dialogue generation.

4.1 Overall Diversity

The first evaluation aims to answer the question of
if our methods produce more diverse sub-corpora
than the Random Population baseline. We examine
the hypothesis that using a collection method with
knowledge of diversity will result in subc that is
significantly more diverse. For each data collection
method, we compare the diversity of the sub-corpus
to Random Population. Because diversity values
are relative to subc, diversity of subc is measured
via divoracle values.

Table 3 shows the resulting divoracle values for
datasets collected using our methods. Each value
is the average of 100 trials, in which each trial
collects a 10,000 utterance sub-corpus, subc.

Significance results for all experiments use a
two-sided t-test compared to the Random Popula-
tion baseline. Both Diverse Population and Above
Mean Population produce datasets which contain
statistically significantly (p < 0.001) more diverse
data compared to the Random Population base-
line. The Corpus-Wide Oracle method produces
the most diverse results overall, as expected as it
is a collection of the top 10,000 most diverse ut-
terances. Running Diversity-Informed Data Col-
lection to collect datasets of size 5,000 produced
similarly significant differences.

We also examine the average number of partic-
ipants out of the 810 total in c that are included
for each method. Note in Table 3 the difference
in Average Number of Participants from Random
Population and Diverse Population to Above Mean
Population and Corpus-Wide Oracle. Even though
Above Mean Population is more diverse than Di-
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Condition
Mean
Score

Avg.
#Part

O
ut

lie
r Random Population 0.974 257.4

Diverse Population 0.979* 262.1
Above Mean Population 0.978* 516.9
Corpus-Wide Oracle 1.035* 539.0

En
tro

py

Random Population −5.350 257.2
Diverse Population −5.320* 259.1
Above Mean Population −5.294* 359.1
Corpus-Wide Oracle −4.261* 481.0

M
ea

n
ID

F Random Population 5.455 256.2
Diverse Population 5.659* 257.7
Above Mean Population 5.613* 357.5
Corpus-Wide Oracle 7.783* 546.0

Table 3: Results for diversity scores for each method
of collecting corpora, by metric (Outlier, Entropy, and
Mean IDF). Higher scores are better for all metrics.
Also shown are the average number of participants
(Avg. #Part) included out of a possible 810. * indi-
cates statistical significance compared to the Random
Population baseline (p < 0.001).

verse Population for Entropy, it comes at the cost
of more participants. Across all three diversity
metrics, Above Mean Population requires about
100–200 additional participants than Diverse Popu-
lation and Random Population. In an online setting
where the cost to train new crowdworkers is high,
the tradeoff between number of participants and
diversity of content may be worth considering.

4.2 Classification

To examine the quality of the resulting subc’s, we
turn to downstream task evaluation. We first ex-
amine the task of classifying a conversation’s emo-
tions from utterance text. Following Larson et al.
(2019)’s justification, we would expect more di-
verse subc to result in higher classification accura-
cies, because more diverse responses should cover
more variation in how people express emotions in
conversation.

4.2.1 Classification Method
We follow the methodology of Larson et al. (2019)
who propose evaluating the diversity of goal-
oriented intent paraphrases. For their use case,
classification models predict the intents from the
paraphrase. For our case, each conversation in the
EmpatheticDialogues corpus is associated with an
emotion, such as anger or guilt. There are 32 such
emotions throughout the corpus. The classification

Condition SVM
Fast-
Text

O
ut

lie
r Random Population 0.224 0.050

Diverse Population 0.234* 0.052
Above Mean Population 0.229 0.077*
Corpus-Wide Oracle 0.100* 0.057*

En
tro

py

Random Population 0.218 0.052
Diverse Population 0.212† 0.049
Above Mean Population 0.254* 0.065*
Corpus-Wide Oracle 0.134* 0.102*

M
ea

n
ID

F Random Population 0.220 0.052
Diverse Population 0.236* 0.052
Above Mean Population 0.257* 0.064*
Corpus-Wide Oracle 0.131* 0.065*

Table 4: Results for downstream classification accu-
racy averaged over 5-fold cross-validation over 10 tri-
als: higher is better. The task is classification of emo-
tions from a set of 32 possible given the text of dialogue
responses in subc. † and * indicate p<0.05 and 0.001
respectively compared to Random Population.

task is to predict which of the 32 emotions is ex-
pressed from a given utterance. Following Larson
et al. (2019), we use two classification models:

• Bag-of-Words SVM
• FastText classifier
Bag-of-Words SVM is an SVM using TF-IDF

word features for prediction. The FastText classifier
uses a neural classification model on top of fastText
sentence embeddings (Joulin et al., 2017). The
sub-corpora we collect using the different methods
serve as the datasets to train these classification
models.

4.2.2 Classification Results
Classification task results are summarized in Ta-
ble 4. Reported scores are averaged 5-fold cross-
validation and averaged over 10 runs of datasets
collected from each method.

While most conditions show Diverse Population
significantly outperforms Random Population, it
performs worse than Random Population with En-
tropy SVM and Entropy FastText and performs the
same in Mean IDF FastText. Above Mean Popula-
tion, on the other hand, outperforms the Random
Population baseline on all conditions. This could
potentially be due to the larger number of partic-
ipants included in Above Mean Population. Sur-
prisingly, Corpus-Wide Oracle does not perform
the best in each category. We conjecture that too
many diverse responses do not allow a classifica-
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tion model to learn common characteristics.

4.3 Generation

Because the ultimate goal of collecting more di-
verse dialogue data is generating more diverse text,
we evaluate diversity of neural text generation mod-
els trained on resulting corpora.

4.3.1 Generation Method
Our task is to generate the next utterance in a dia-
logue, where the data collection processes collect
utterances for subc. To train generation models,
the input is the most recent parent utterance for
each utt in subc, and utt is the target sentence to
generate. When utt is the starting utterance in a
conversation, the input is the situation associated
with the conversation (such as planning a vacation).

We train Sequence-to-Sequence models
(Sutskever et al., 2014) with a 2-layer bidirectional
encoder, hidden size 500, word vector size 64,
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014), learning
rate 0.001, trained for 3000 steps with batch size
32. Models are implemented using OpenNMT
(Klein et al., 2017). We opt to use a standard
model as it has fewer parameters to learn from
smaller sub-corpora. We use the same parameter
settings for all trained models.

4.3.2 Generation Results
Generation task results are summarized in Table
5. We report on both mean and median length of
model responses. Distinct-1 and Distinct-2 mea-
sure the proportion of unigrams and bigrams re-
spectively in the set of model responses which are
unique (Li et al., 2016a). We also report diversity of
the generated responses calculated by the metrics
used in subc collection (see Table 2).

Our method results in models which produce
more diverse output compared to baseline Random
Population data collection. Interestingly, Diverse
Population and Above Mean Population split the
win on producing more diverse outputs. Corpus-
Wide Oracle diversity results are sometimes lower
and overall shorter in length than other methods;
a potential reason is this condition only samples
utterances, not conversations.

Responses from the model trained on each subc
are evaluated with all 3 diversity metrics, to ex-
amine potential interactions. Collecting subc with
Entropy results in higher Mean IDF (and vice versa)
compared to Random Population. Collecting subc
with Outlier results in slightly lower Mean IDF

(and vice versa) for Diverse Population and Above
Mean Population compared to Random Population.
There is not a consistent signal between Outlier
and Entropy. Future work can further examine the
relationships among these diversity metrics.

5 Discussion

Diversity Considerations: Compared to a ran-
dom baseline, Diversity-Informed Data Collection
results in more diverse data than Random Popula-
tion, which is shown to be more effective on down-
stream tasks. Future work can explore the effect
of simultaneously optimizing multiple desirable
measurements of diversity.

However, we acknowledge that maximum di-
versity might not be what is desired and does not
always result in the best downstream task perfor-
mance, as indicated by the low Corpus-Wide Ora-
cle downstream task performance. While we have
not examined the tradeoff between diversity and
quality, this can be explored in future work.

Generalizability: Diversity-Informed Data Col-
lection is generalizable to metrics other than di-
versity. Concretely, DIDC should be used when a
desired metric (1) can compare one sample (or set
of samples) to the in-progress dataset and (2) has
variation among the participant population.

Additionally, Diversity-Informed Data Collec-
tion can be applied to areas outside of dialogue
data collection. For instance, DIDC could apply
to collecting data with different emotions or sen-
timent. Another extension is to a specialized ap-
plication domain, such as collecting dialogues for
educational tutoring purposes, where our method
could be used to collect more data from students
who generate text consistent with certain types of
misconceptions.

Crowdworking Deployment: We evaluated on
simulated crowdworking data by leveraging an ex-
isting corpus. This choice stems from the desire
to test multiple runs of methods in a controlled en-
vironment, to reliably determine significance, and
to work with data with an assumed level of qual-
ity. That said, our approach can be applied to real
crowdworking tasks. Data can be gathered from
several participants in parallel, where crowdwork-
ers are added and offered new tasks or assigned
qualifications based on their diversity.

If our method is deployed in paid crowdwork-
ing tasks, Diverse Population might be more cost-
effective. In this particular investigation, we find
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Condition
Mean
Length

Median
Length D-1 D-2 Outlier Entropy

Mean
IDF

O
ut

lie
r Random Population 7.6 7 0.114 0.296 0.981 −3.088 5.504

Diverse Population 9.7 7 0.110 0.279 0.989* −3.354* 5.297§
Above Mean Population 8.1 7 0.063 0.169 0.960* −3.083 5.067*
Corpus-Wide Oracle 3.8 4 0.204 0.448 1.042* −2.968* 6.789*

En
tro

py

Random Population 8.8 8 0.101 0.265 0.981 −3.281 5.263
Diverse Population 7.7 7 0.122 0.317 0.978 −3.197§ 5.411†
Above Mean Population 6.6 6 0.092 0.226 0.982 −3.057* 5.474*
Corpus-Wide Oracle 4.9 5 0.112 0.316 0.985§ −2.935* 5.781*

M
ea

n
ID

F Random Population 6.1 6 0.120 0.294 0.988 −3.036 5.526
Diverse Population 6.7 6 0.131 0.322 0.986 −2.955§ 5.797§
Above Mean Population 7.2 7 0.071 0.187 0.976* −2.937* 5.655
Corpus-Wide Oracle 3.4 3 0.214 0.449 1.008* −2.421* 8.327*

Table 5: Downstream model generation results; higher numbers are better for all metrics. †, §, and * indicate
p<0.05, 0.01, and 0.001 respectively. As Distinct-1 and Distinct-2 are summary statistics, we did not test signifi-
cance.

Diverse Population requires 100-200 fewer partic-
ipants than Above Mean Population to create a
dataset. Due to the time required to train new par-
ticipants, there is a tradeoff between training a new
worker and collecting more data form current par-
ticipants.

Caution should be taken in using this method
on-the-fly without a quality check. Standard qual-
ity control methods (e.g., crowdworker qualifica-
tions, manual examination, crowdworker verifica-
tion) should be deployed for from-scratch data col-
lection.

Crowdworker Fairness: Another important
consideration for a live deployment is the crowd-
worker’s perspective of fairness. Because some
crowdworkers are retained for more data collec-
tion than others, communicating this possibility
to crowdworkers is essential (Brawley and Pury,
2016). Crowdworking best practices involve dis-
closing which quality metrics are being used to
workers to set clear expectations (Bederson and
Quinn, 2011). Additionally, combining our method
with a method which alters the task crowdworkers
complete (Kang et al., 2018) as opposed to restrict-
ing the crowdworking population could be a way
to balance fairness with crowdworkers. Different
task and population combinations could allow for
all crowdworkers to participate in more tasks.

6 Conclusion

We propose a method, Diversity-Informed Data
Collection, which leverages this to produce more

diverse datasets than the standard approach, and
which performs better on downstream tasks. We
define diversity of an utterance compared to the
other utterances in a corpus. This allows for mea-
surement of the impact of adding each utterance
to the corpus. Working under the same assump-
tion that a subset of participants produce diverse
data compared to the corpus, our method can be
extended to other diversity measures and can be
modified to work with other corpus-level metrics.
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